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POLLEN
MICROSCOPY

P

alynology is, when considering
the Greek origin of the name, the
“study of dust”. The term was
first mentioned by Hyde and Williams
(Hyde, 1944). This discipline includes
the study of live and fossilized pollen,
spores and even small plankton. Collectively these particles are called palynomorphs. Palynomorphs have an organic
wall and are between 5 and 500 micrometers large. Diatom shells, which
are made of silica, are inorganic and
therefore not covered by this field of
study.
It is an interdisciplinary study. Scientists have isolated pollen from human
mummies and were thus able to reconstruct the diet of ancient cultures. The
field of forensic palynology studies pollen grains to uncover the location where
certain objects were stored. Melissopalynology is the study of pollen found in

1

honey. This way it is possible to identify the geographic location where the
honey was produced. The field is also
relevant when studying allergies.
Pollen microscopy
Plant pollen can be easily collected
by dipping the anthers of a flower into a
drop of water on a microscope slide.
The pollen absorbs some of the water
and might start to swell. It is also possible to make a dry mount of pollen
grains, but the loss of water might cause
the pollen to shrink, besides reducing
the image quality. Certain solvent based
mounting media might also cause the
pollen to lose water and shrink.
For making permanent mounts,
glycerine jelly (by Kisser, 1937) is commonly used. It is a water-based mounting medium, which does not dissolve

the pigments of the pollen, and which
also preserves the shape.
At this point I would like to refer
you to the September 1939 issue of
Popular Science magazine (see reference section). On page 188 you can read
an article on pollen microscopy.
References
Erdtman, Gunnar (1986). Pollen Morphology and
Plant Taxonomy: Angiosperms.
https://books.google.at/books?id=e-QUAAAAIAAJ

Popular science (1939).
https://books.google.at/books?id=7SwDAAAAMBAJ

■
Figure 1: Pelagonia pollen in a water
droplet, stacked image
Figure 2: Three Pelagonia pollen
grains, stacked image
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H

ello all readers, please enjoy
my wood-shed wetland microcosm in winter season! This
collection of native fish, crustaceans,
mollusks, along with native aquatic and
wetland plant groupings, and introduced freshwater meiofauna, offers microscopy opportunities in every season.
Indoor wetland microcosms are
pleasing, but outdoor microcosms track
the area’s seasonal climate drivers, the
seasonal rhythms.
During the dead winter months it is
crucial to have three functioning components:
a. two low-cost 50 Watt submersible
electric heaters placed at different areas
in the aquatic habitat.
B. an electric vibration air pump.
This runs constantly all year long, and,
c. a low-volume submersed water
pump which moves the water up to the
wetland biofilter habitat, then filters and
spills it back to the aquatic habitat. This
runs constantly all year long.
Figures 1 and 2 show these microcosms. If the heaters failed, then the
tank would burst due to ice expansion
pressure. Each evening, on return home
from work, it is essential to chip away
ice in areas where waters cascade down
to aquatic section of this microcosm.
The somber metal grill over the aquatic
section is needed to protect the system
from hungry nocturnal visitors. Overall
this setup microcosm was a 'quick and
dirty' construction, but over the years it
offered wonderful microscopy opportunities!

Microcosms in winter

1

2

Figures 1 and 2: Outdoor microcosms
in dead of winter season. A fantastic
window into all the communities active under the ice, and the fish are
watching us, when we pass by or visit
the microcosm in winter!
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Figure 3: My doggies agree, that communities of protists and meiofauna,
which are part of the natural environment, as seen on the picture, can not
be easily in-vitro cultured.
Figure 4: Summer microcosms
Figure 5: My indoor wetland microcosm in my downstate cluttered
study. These are very pleasing habitats, but seasonal drivers are not affecting this micrcosm. Of course
there are no pollinators or other visitors to these “indoor wetlands”
(thankfully)!
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Microcosms in winter
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My good doggies (Figure 3) insist
we always observe fresh assemblages
from natural habitats. The good doggies
and I agree that many important communities of protists and meiofauna can
not be in-vitro cultured, can not be observed in indoor microcosms. They are
too isolated from the inputs of other
organisms, too isolated from drivers of
the local climate. But I wag my finger at
these dogs, and I insist that outdoor
microcosms with native species offer a
very good resemblance of the area’s
wetlands. My dogs wag their tails when
I assert this!
Figure 4 shows the outdoor microcosms in full summer season verdancy!
The native pollinators visit the peppermint flowers, dragon flies lay eggs in
the waters. The seasonal rhythms: wonderful plant smells from the lemon
ferns, the peppermint leaves, the variety
of wetland flowers.
Figures 6-7 show a graceful winter
suctorian's morphology. Using a lower
magnification objective, deeper depth
of field, and better focus for image captures can be achieved. The suctorian
ciliate in lorica is attached to algae filament (Figure 11).

Figures 6 and 7: DL phase contrast of
a suctorian with algae filament.
Figure 8: Bacteria stick to the cover
slip and are in one plane of focus.

8
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Figure 9: A copepod crusteacean,
probably genus: Canthocamptus.

11

Figure 10: The same copepod
crusteacean, dark field contrast.
Figure 11: Peritrich ciliate in lorica
attached to algae filament, DL phase
contrast.
Figure 8 shows specific bacteria, all
of same 'morphotype'. Almost immediately after a glass cover slip is placed on
a live wetmount sample, live wonderful
bacteria of an often similar morphotype
adhere to under surface of the coverslip! These live bacteria beckon observations with the oil-objective! If one is
patient enough, one might compile a
seasonal journal of the different bacterial morphotypes that dominate the different habitats during different seasons.
■
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O

ne of my New Year's resolutions was to try my hand at
photographing biological specimens. My active microscopes are both
polarizing and not entirely suitable to
the task. I decided to resuscitate my
circa 1946 Bausch and Lomb monocular scope.
The three objectives were replaced
with a Plan objective. A mechanical
stage was fixed to the specimen stage.
For me the critical upgrade is the camera. Initially I just moved the Canon 5D
MkII from the Labomed to the B&L.
This worked but it meant realigning the
camera on the Labomed after each
switch.
I am a fan of Canon cameras and I
have an EOS M that was rarely used and
decided to give it a try. The Canon EOS
M has an 18.0 Megapixel CMOS (APSC) sensor with an ISO 100-12800. I also
had an OMAX Canon 2.5x adapter on
the shelf and it fit the M-EOS adapter
nicely.
My first disappointment with this
setup became apparent when I started
the Canon EOS Utilies and discovered
the EOS M Live View was not supported. A direct image download from the
camera was available with the EOS utility or it was possible to read the SD card
directly from a file manager.
The next disappointment came
when I examined the photos taken with
the OMAX 2.5x adapter. There appeared to be an excessive amount of
chromatic aberration.

Microscope upgrade

1

2

Figure 1: EOS-M and OMAX adapter
Figure 2: EOS-M and Nikon adapter
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Microscope upgrade

Also on the shelf was a Nikon 2.5x
photo eyepiece and some telescope extension tubes. The microscope with the
extension tubes and camera looks a bit
like a future Leaning Tower of Pisa. But
it appears stable and the photos do not
show the chromatic aberration of the
OMAX adapter.
Because Live View on the computer
is not available, focusing must be done
on the camera LCD screen. To aid the
focusing process, I place an 8x loupe
the LCD screen. This is not as convenient as Live View, but certainly doable. The Bausch and Lomb microscope
is once again a very useful microscope.

3

DIY

4

■

Figure 3: Canon EOS M with OMAX
2.5x adapter.
Figure 4: Canon EOS M with Nikon
2.5x Photo eyepiece.
Figures 5 and 6: The view from the
top of the tower with close focusing
8x loupe.
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Are digital condensers the
future?

Digital condenser

1

In this article, I would like to discuss
some preliminary work I have been doing with the Arlow-Abbe digital condenser. This is a modified Abbe
condenser that contains a digital display
as a built-in light source. This digital
condenser dispenses with the iris diaphragm, the filter holder, the lamp and
lamp optics and all filters and stops. It is
capable of bright-field Kohler illumination, dark-field illumination, Rheinberg
illumination, oblique illumination, permutations of dark-field, Rheinberg and
oblique, and dynamically shifting illumination in combinations of 65536 possible colours.
The construction of the ArlowAbbe condenser
The experiment was performed on a
Brunel SP27-D digital microscope with
semi-plan objectives and a 1.25NA Abbe condenser. According to Shaw,
[Shaw1] this is quite a demanding setup for Rheinberg and dark-field illumination. This is because the centre stops
needed for these types of illumination
tend to be quite small and so the filters
have to be constructed to a high degree
of accuracy. This particular microscope
has a built-in 3 megapixel video camera, but I found this to be too insensitive
for these initial experiments. All photomicrographs were taken straight down
the eyepiece with a Panasonic Lumix
DMC-FT25 compact camera.
To make the prototype condenser, I
disassembled the Abbe condenser, removing the iris diaphragm and filter
holder, and leaving the lens system. On
this particular condenser (and many
others) the iris diaphragm/filter holder
assembly simply unscrews.

For the digital display, I used a 4D
Systems μOLED-128-G2, which is an
Organic Light Emitting Diode (OLED)
digital display (see Figure 1 and reference [4D1]). It has a 27mm square active area with a resolution of 128x128
pixels that is just big enough to completely fill the aperture of the Abbe
condenser lens system. The spatial resolution of the display is therefore
27/128mm which is about 0.2mm. This
means that filters and stops can be sized
in increments of 0.2mm.
Each pixel is capable of 65536
colours specified by 5 bits red (32 red
values), 6 bits green (64 green values),
and 5 bits blue (32 blue values). Even
though many of these colour combinations are unusable due to their dimness,
I think it is a reasonable conclusion that
this display is capable of replacing all
the colour filters you are ever likely to
want to use in microscopy. In fact, be-
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Figure 1. The OLED display showing
its splash screen.
cause the display is programmable, it is
capable of simulating a huge range of
different types of filter - colour filters,
Rheinberg filters, dark field stops, filters for oblique illumination and combinations of these.
I found the μOLED-128-G2 particularly easy to use because it has a built-in
GOLDELOX graphics processor, that
allows it to be driven directly from any
computer that has a USB or serial port.
Graphics commands are sent from the
computer to the display in a simple
serial format, and these commands are
executed by the graphics processor to
display graphics and text. The display is
more geared to text than graphics, but
you get a reasonable number of graphics primitives - circles, rectangles,

Digital condenser

INNOVATIONS
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points, lines, polylines, triangles and
polygons. Unfortunately, the colour fill
mode is limited to circles and rectangles, and this makes the creation of
filled polygons that are useful for
oblique illumination, harder than it
should be. The workaround is to express
the desired geometry as a bitmap, and
then to manipulate its pixel values.
For these experiments, I used a MacBook Air, and a 4D Systems Programming Cable that provides USB to serial
translation. I recommend using the official 4D Systems cable, because other
USB to serial cables have been known
to damage the display.
The display was mounted under the
Abbe optics using one of two 3D printed adaptors (see Figure 2). The K adaptor locates the display at the right

position for Kohler illumination, and
the R adaptor locates the display at the
right position for dark field, Rheinberg
and oblique illumination.

Figure 2. Disassembled Abbe condenser (top) and the K and R adapters (bottom). These were 3D printed
on an Ultimaker 1 printer.

Software
As I already mentioned, the display
is controlled by sending commands
from a computer to the display via a
simple serial protocol. I wrote two programs, one in Python and one in the
Wolfram Language (the language of
Mathematica and Wolfram Alpha) to
control the display. The Python program has the advantages of being very
portable, and completely nonproprietary, but it is significantly more complex than the equivalent Wolfram
Language program. The statistics are

interesting - the user interface code is
about 250 lines of code for Python vs.
30 lines of code for the Wolfram Language. Although the Wolfram Language is a proprietary language, it is
much quicker and easier to develop
with. Also, it comes free as part of the
RaspberryPi
software
stack
[Wolfram1]. At some point I intend to
port the system to the RaspberryPi because it will make an excellent, lowcost, stand-alone platform for driving
the digital condenser.
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Figure 3. The Wolfram Language software for normal, dark-field and Rheinberg
filters. It can also be used for very simple oblique illumination.
Figure 4. The display showing the default Rheinberg filter. There is a central ‘stop’
and four quadrants, all of which are adjustable in terms of size and color.
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Figure 3 shows the Wolfram Language program user interface (the Python program is very similar). This
program is capable of of creating 5
colour Rheinberg filters, dark field,
dark field Rheinberg, coloured bright
field, oblique and oblique Rheinberg
filters. There is a stop (the white disk in
the figure) and four quadrants. The stop
and quadrants can be set to any of
65536 colours by using the colour pickers. The size of the stop can be changed
in order to change what is in effect the
aperture of the condenser, and the position of the stop can be shifted for centering or for oblique illumination. Program
operation is simple - the desired filter is
set up on the screen using the sliders
and color pickers, and then the commands necessary to draw it are sent to
the display via the USB port. Even using a very slow baud rate (9600 baud)
this is virtually nstantaneous.
Figure 4 shows the OLED displaying the default Rheinberg pattern. Note
that I have simply drawn squares for the
quadrants because the display is physically cropped to a circle by the aperture
of the R adaptor.
This is is only the first version of the
program, but it is already highly func-

Digital condenser

Figure 5. Dark-field illumination: The
condenser gives an excellent darkfield effect with a very black background. Specimen: Diatoms, x10 ocular, x10 objective. The digital filter
used is shown in the right-bottom
corner of the photo.

5

tional, and can simulate an incredibly
large number of filters. In fact, it is
probably a 90% solution for most users.
Nevertheless, I intend to write more
programs that allow for completely arbitrary shapes and colour combinations.
Kohler illumination
The fist experiment was to see if the
Arlow-Abbe condenser could provide
Kohler illumination. This is of particular interest to me, because my SP27-D
microscope, like most amateur microscopes, only allows for critical illumination. Of course, this isn’t much of a
limitation, but it is still nice to have the
option for Kohler illumination. This
experiment used the K adaptor that situates the display at the back focal plane
of the condenser where the iris diaphragm normally goes. For Kohler illumination, there are two requirements:
1) The image of the lamp filament is
focussed onto the iris diaphragm. The
iris diaphragm is at the back focal plane
of the condenser optics so this means
that the condenser images the lamp fila-

INNOVATIONS

ment at infinity. This gives bright, perfectly uniform illumination. Uniformity
is the main advantage of Kohler illumination vs. critical illumination.
2) The condenser iris diaphragm is
adjusted so the the condenser NA
matches the NA of the objective. So
whilst looking down the tube, you adjust the diaphragm so that about 90% of
the field of view is illuminated.
To attain the first requirement of
Kohler illumination, the K adaptor situates the display at the location of the
(now removed) iris diaphragm. An interesting effect of placing the display at
this location is that the condenser projects a paraxial beam of light into the
objective. This means that the condenser position is no longer critical, and it
can be racked up and down with no
noticeable effect on the image. Removing the eyepiece and looking down the
tube from about 10 cm or so (or using a
Bertrand telescope) shows that the pixels of the display are perfectly in focus
at the back focal plane of the objective
no matter what position the condenser is
in.

The next step in achieving Kohler
illumination is to adjust the iris diaphragm to match the NA of the objective. Obviously, we no longer have an
iris diaphragm, so we create a virtual
iris diaphragm by displaying a bright
stop of the right size on a dark background.
To set the right stop size for Kohler
illumination, I used the standard procedure of removing the eyepiece, looking
down the tube from about 10cm or so,
and adjusting the size of the stop until it
fills about 90% of the field of view.
In use, the digital condenser appears
to simulate a normal Kohler illumination set up. With a wide open virtual
diaphragm (large stop), contrast and
resolution is low, when the condenser
NA matches the objective NA, these
become optimal, and when the NA is
less than the objective NA, diffraction
effects begin to intrude.
Dark-field illumination
To achieve dark-field illumination
with an Abbe condenser, you can place
an opaque stop in the filter holder. The
idea is to create a hollow cone of light
so that only light diffracted up from the
specimen enters the objective. Usually,
the condenser is racked up as far as it
can go, and the iris diaphragm is fully
open.
In order to achieve this effect with
the digital condenser, I used the K adaptor to position the display at the location
previously occupied by the filter holder.
To simulate a dark field stop, the display shows a dark centre stop on a
bright background. I adjusted the size of
the stop using the sliders, so that when
looking down the tube without the eyepiece, the stop just fills the field of view
making it completely dark.
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Figure 6. The Wolfram Language software for oblique illumination. The
four disks allow various combinations of disks and crescents to be
created.
in any colour you want. Furthermore,
notice how small the stop is. This is
because of the low NA of the condenser
(1.25) and the use of semi-plan objectives. I found that the 0.2mm spatial
resolution of the display was sufficiently precise to give a good effect.
Oblique illumination
Oblique illumination with the digital
condenser is trivial - simply display a
bright stop on a dark background and
move the stop off centre. I wrote another Wolfram Language program that is
better adapted to oblique illumination.
This program (Figure 6) can display
four disks that can be adjusted in size,
position and color. This allows for
many different type of oblique illumination, though it is limited to different
types of disk and crescent.
Figure 7 shows the result of a typical
crescent style oblique illumination on
the diatoms. You can see that there is a
clear “3D” type of effect as the diatom
features cast shadows due to the oblique
light.
Rheinberg illumination

The software provides X and Y offsets to allow the stop to be accurately
centred in the microscope optics, but I
found that this wasn’t necessary with
my microscope, as everything is very
well aligned.
The results of this experiment are
shown in Figure 5. As you can see, the
Arlow-Abbe condenser achieves an excellent dark-field effect that is available

I always like to think of Rheinberg
illumination (or optical staining) as a
variant of dark-field illumination
where, instead of a hollow cone of light,
we have an outer cone and an inner cone
that have two different colours. The
idea is that light from the inner cone
enters the objective directly, giving a
background colour, whilst light from
the outer cone misses the objective,
apart from that component diffracted
into the objective by the specimen. This
gives an optically stained specimen on
a coloured background.
The simplest form of Rheinberg filter has a central coloured stop that gives
the background colour, surrounded by a
coloured annulus that gives the specimen colour. However, Rheinberg filters
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may be almost arbitrarily complex, with
multi-coloured stops, one or more annuli and off-centre stops that mix in
oblique illumination. I don’t know of
any amateur microscope that comes
with a set of Rheinberg filters, so you
are generally left to make your own or
buy a hand-crafted set from Shaw
[Shaw2]. The Arlow-Abbe digital condenser can simulate all useable Rheinberg filters, and is great for
experimenting with this more exotic,
and often very beautiful, form of illumination.
In order to create a virtual Rheinberg filter, all the software has to do is
display a stop of one colour surrounded
by a background of another colour. As
you can see in Figure 3 the standard
software allows each quadrant of the
background to be assigned a different
colour. This covers the most common
Rheinberg filters.
To adjust the microscope, rack up
the condenser to its highest position,
remove the eyepiece, look down the
tube from about 10cm away, and increase the size of the central stop until
all traces of the outer annulus disappear.
This is the same procedure as for dark
field illumination.
The ability to change the stop and
annulus colours using sliders, rather
than having to change filters is a real
benefit, and the images are quite stunning.
Figure 8 shows the use of different
Rheinberg filters with some fractured
salt crystals out of a salt grinder. You
can see that the Rheinberg effect is firstclass. This is a particularly significant
result because the central annulus is so
small. Using the software I was able to
adjust this very precisely to get a very
pure background with no color bleed
from the annulus. The possibilities for
different colour combinations and filter
geometries are almost limitless! Figure
9 shows the diatom sample with darkfield Rheinberg illumination.
Dynamic illumination
Although, up to now, I have only
used the μOLED-128-G2 to show static
images of filters, it is actually capable of
showing video at 25 frames per second.

Digital condenser
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This opens the possibility for dynamic
illumination, where the specimen is
subjected to a programmed, changing
illumination pattern. This is a very interesting effect, because as the illumination changes, different features of the
specimen fade in and out of view. With
the current software, I can create a simple form of dynamic illumination by
using the sliders to change the colour of
the virtual filters, and the effect is quite
fascinating. In particular, if the specimen is already stained, for example in
green, then changing the colour of the

virtual filter from green, through white
to red causes major changes to the contrast of different parts of the specimen.
Future iterations of the software could
incorporate programmed sequences of
filters.
Final thoughts and the future
This prototype Arlow-Abbe condenser uses an OLED display that is
bright enough to use in a dimly lit room
with a dark-adapted eye. It is also bright
enough to use for photomicrography

Figure 7. Oblique illumination. Note
the 3D effect due to the highly directional light. Specimen: Diatoms, x10
ocular, x10 objective.
with a digital still camera. I have tried
prototype with three USB video cameras - the 3 megapixel camera built in to
my SP27-D, a cheap 1 megapixel camera from a Bresseler Biolux microscope
and the Playstation 3 EyeToy camera.
Digital video cameras are not as sensitive as digital still cameras, and the
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results reflected this. The built-in camera gives very poor results, with lots of
pixellation and is not really usable. The
cheap Bresseler camera gave better results, and the EyeToy was actually quite
useable. My conclusion is that this prototype isn’t really bright enough for
these video cameras. Also, because both
the display pixels and the video camera
are scanned, there can be an unpleasant
strobing effect where the two scan rates
interfere. This was unacceptable with
the built-in camera, acceptable for the
Bresseler camera and not noticeable at
all for the EyeToy.
Based on the above results, It would
be useful to have a display that is bright
enough to use with the built-in camera
in a brightly lit room. OLED display
technology is moving very rapidly,
driven by consumer demand for clear,
bright displays that are readable in direct
sunlight, and so I expect this will be
possible with OLEDs in the near future.
However, another way to get more
brightness might be use a different display technology.
There are two reasons I initially
chose OLED technology:
1) OLEDs have the highest contrast
off all digital displays. This is because
an OLED comprises clusters of red,
green and blue LEDs, and when a LED
is on, it is bright and when it is off, it is
completely black. So you get pure
colours on a completely black background.

2) The the 65536 the colours the
display can produce are created from
different combinations of (approximately) spectral red, green and blue
light.
Spectral colours are colours that
have a single wavelength. You can see
them in a rainbow. This is in contrast to
non-spectral colours that may have very
many wavelengths all mixed together.
R, G and B LEDs approximate spectral
colours because they have a relatively
narrow wavelength spread. Given that
achromatic microscope objectives are
optimised to focus spectral red and blue
light, and apochromatic objectives to
focus spectral red, green and blue light,
excluding light of all other wavelengths
should maximise the performance of the
optics. Actually, microscope manufacturers that supply LED illumination
might consider using RGB LEDs rather
than non-spectral white LEDs for precisely this reason! The only downside
of this is that you are effectively exposing the specimen to three discreet frequencies rather than a continuous range.
Certain diffraction features of the specimen may therefore be reduced. However, I expect that his is a very subtle
effect that is certainly not detectable
with amateur microscopes.
In future work, I intend to try an
LCD panel. In contrast to OLEDs,
LCDs produce no light themselves, but
rely on a white (generally non-spectral)
backlight. They create colours by adjusting the density of LCD pixels which
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Figure 8. Rheinberg illumination.
Specimen: Fractured salt crystals,
x10 ocular, x4 objective. Note how
small the central stop is for this objective.
reside behind R, G and B filters. The
advantage of an LCD panel is that the
backlight can often be replaced and
therefore made as bright as you want.
The disadvantage is that LCDs have
inherently lower contrast because even
when a pixel is fully off, some backlight
always leaks through, even with the
highest quality TFT (Thin Film Transistor) displays. I do not expect this leakage to be a problem, but further
experimentation will determine this for
sure.
Another intriguing future direction
for the Arlow-Abbe digital condenser is
to replace the digital display by a smartphone. Many phones now have very
bright displays (you can even use them
as torches), so there is certainly enough
intensity, and it is quite straightforward
to write software for the iPhone (for
example) to display the virtual filters. It
would be a challenge to mount the
phone under the condenser in such a
way that the filter could be controlled
using the phone touch-screen, so it
might be better to do this using a web
application. A website could generate
the filters and all the phone has to do is
display the page in its browser.

Digital condenser
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So to summarise, I think this experiment has succeeded in proving the concept of the Arlow-Abbe condenser. The
prototype condenser can simulate virtually any white light filter and works
well for Kohler illumination, dark-field
illumination, oblique illumination,
Rheinberg illumination and combinations of these. In fact, dark-field,
oblique and Rheinberg illumination is
where it really stands out.
To answer the question I posed at
the beginning of this article, “are digital

condensers the future?”, I think the answer, possibly pending some improvements in brightness, is “yes”.
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OBSERVATIONS

S

afranin is a biological stain used
in histology and cytology. The
Safranin slide viewed through a
2x objective and polarized light shows
a multitude of colours and some very
interesting patterns. Normally I would
use a full wave retardation plate to enhance colours, but Safranin is so colourful no additives are needed, like the rare
tropical birds (figure 1) and this exotic
Goldfish (figure 2).
The Safranin crystal formations are
quite large and many of the patterns
viewed with the 2x objective are too
large to see in one photograph. Figure 3
is composite of eight images using the
2x objective.

Polarization microscopy

1

2
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Polarization microscopy

Details

OBSERVATIONS
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The photographs were taken with a
Canon 5D MkII camera using a Meiji
2.5x photo eyepiece mounted on a
Labomed LB-592 polarizing microscope.
The Canon EOS Remote Capture
Utility was used for Image acquisition
and Adobe Photoshop Lightroom for
post processing. Microsoft Image Composite Editor (ICE) is my programme of
choice for image stitching.
■

Figure 1: “Rare tropical bird”
Figure 2: “Exotic goldfish”
Figure 3: Composite of 8 images
Figure 4: Another “rare tropical bird”

4
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GALLERY

Blueberry and banana

Pulp from the inside of a fresh blueberry smeared between two slides then scraped together and covered. Polarized light, 10x
objective, Canon 60D eyepiece projection. By Jim Tallon

Starch grains in a banana, stained with
iodine. By Oliver Kim
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Water life

GALLERY

Closterium. 25x, 225µm, Oblique illumination, 10 images stacked in Photoshop. By Forbes Pettigrew

Possibly Staurastrum sp.
100x oil-immersion objective, DIC; Olympus E-P1
camera. By Rashid Nassar
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What’s this? Answer on page 2.
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